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publishing independent, critical thought on the built

environment. Our recent name change acknowledges

our shifting value-system on contemporary architecture

and urbanism’s relationship to context: globalized and

digitized, speculative and transgressive, “Site” lacking

prefix (or ready to accept any offered) is better suited

to represent the valuable and often radical

investigations, narratives, and scholarship that we

publish.

Our mission is to provide a platform for interdisciplinary

exchange by publishing essays, photography, art,

design, journalism, and stories from a variety of

contributors with fresh ideas and unique perspectives.

By curating each volume around topical themes

published semiannually, we intend to stimulate dialogue

on the profound questions - ecological, social, political

and economic - which affect built culture in the 21st

century.  The Site Magazine contributes to a global

discussion, leveraging the multi-faceted Canadian lens

that includes the Canadian perspective abroad. Our

accessible and high-quality content brings this

discussion into the mainstream, to the breadth of

audience it deserves. 

The Site Magazine is a nonprofit organization sustained

through funding by the Canadian Council for the Arts.

Along with the generosity of private and corporate

sponsors we are able to ensure that The Site Magazine

remains editorially independent and can continue to

publish critical pieces without agenda or bias.

To view our archive and order back-issues, please visit

On Site Review.
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EDITORS

Aisling O’Carroll is a

landscape architect and

architect, involved in

practice, research, and

teaching, currently based

in Copenhagen, Denmark.

Her work is currently

focused on the relations

between culture,

landscape, infrastructure

and ecology.

Ania Molenda is an

independent Rotterdam-

based researcher and

curator. She is a founder

and editor-in-chief of

Amateur Cities and a

member of Rotterdam’s

Culture Council 2017-

2020. Ania publishes on

architecture in various

periodicals and academic

journals.

Carey van der Zalm is

an intern architect,

graphic designer, and

philanthropist. Her

studies in Vancouver,

Japan, California and

Brazil have influenced her

career and allowed her to

take lead in a number of

architectural/design
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Matthew Neville is a

licensed professional

planner in Canada, who

writes and edits for

architecture and

urbanism publications,

with a focus on academic

editing for non-native

English writers writing on

big issues in big cities.

Michael Taylor is an

Architect and Urban

Systems Analyst in

Zurich. He has studied at

The Architectural

Association, UBC, and

The Queen's School of

Business. His work

focuses on strategy in

business and design.

Miriam Ho is a writer,

editor, installation artist

and architectural

designer based in

Toronto. She also writes

fiction and narrative

essays.  She previously

worked for internationally

renowned architects

Philip Beesley and

Shigeru Ban. 

Nicky Bruun-Meyer is an
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start-ups, in addition to

designing and publishing

several books and

magazines.

Claire Lubell is a

designer, researcher and

writer based in

Rotterdam where she

studied at The

Berlage. Her work merges

architecture, critical

urban theory and

geography to analyse and

speculate on urban

development worldwide.

John Sadar has worked

in private practice with

various firms in Finland,

Slovenia, Canada, and the

United States, and is a

co-founder of the

interdisciplinary design

studio ‘little wonder’.

CONTRIBUTORS

Rob Cleary is an

Architectural and portrait

photographer,

commercial and branded

content director,

cinematographer and

editor. He is trained in design and loves to travel. He is
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architectural designer,

photographer, and writer

based in Toronto. With a

background in both

Communications and

Architecture, she has

been involved in a

number of design

initiatives related to

public space, the

temporary nature of

spaces, and community

engagement.

Ruth Jones is currently

based in Toronto and LA,

where she is part-time

faculty in the Humanities

and Sciences department

at Art Center College of

Design.
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currently based in Los Angeles, but proudly calls New

York City, Chicago, and the Rocky Mountains home. 

Rob is our feature photographer for Volume 35: Borders.

He has contributed a series of photographs, shot from

helicopter, of Los Angeles that are featured in our print

edition and online. 

Daniel Rossi was born

and raised in Edmonton:

land of rolling plains,

endless blue skies, and

deep freeze winters. As a

visual maker working in

the fields of design and

foresight, Daniel’s work focuses on the many ways of

making futures more tangible. He currently works with

Antwerp based Pantopicon, growing their new Toronto

office. Additionally, he is a partner of Present -

Futures with Bettina Schwalm, a practice that leverages

interdisciplinary thinking to conduct research on

possible future realities. 

Daniel is our feature illustrator for Volume 35: Borders.

He has contributed a series of drawings that confront

the ideas on boundaries and space visually that are

discussed within the articles in this volume.
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